
ITRx is a customer relations management 
(CRM) application that was created by a team 
of experts to make the ordering process an 
easy application to manage. ITRx is designed 
to give the pharmacy the control through 
pellet processing. Our dedicated team 
created the application to help maintain a 
thorough process for all parties involved. 

PATIENT SPECIFIC, SIMPLIFIED.
BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN PRESCRIBERS AND PHARMACY

FEATURES DESCRIPTION

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT Manage pellet inventory all in one place.

MULTIPLE ROLES
8 built-in roles brings convenience to your 
employees and clients. Each role is equipped 
with their own dashboard.

EASY ORDERING Prescribers can create an order in seconds.

CORRECTIVE COMPLIANCE * Automatic prescription reformatting that 
adherers to your state’s requirements.

EASY E-FAX
e-Fax prescriptions from one click of a button  
(Controls and Non-Controls). A .jpg or .png 
image of the prescriber’s signature is required.

HANDS FREE MANAGEMENT Orders are received with low management 
needed.

AUTOMATIC NOTIFICATIONS
Automatic email notifications to employees 
and clinics; ensuring that everyone is always on 
the same page.

BILLING Easily monitor and manage billing for each of 
your clients.

CLAIMS
Your clients can easily report a claim within the 
application; identifying exactly which order was 
affected and what went wrong.

REPORTING Built-in shared reports with the option to create 
personal custom reports.

Please Note: ITRx Prescription CRM is not intended for prescription processing.

* Some features may require an additional fee.



MULTI-ROLE, MULTI-DASHBOARD

ROLE OVERVIEW

[rx] Pharmacist in charge

[rx] Account Ambassador

[rx] Compounder

[rx] Fulfillment Technician

[rx] S&H Agent

[cx] Client Principal

[cx] Office Manager

[cx] Prescriber

This role has access to all records within 
the application and is assigned top-level 
pharmacy administrative rights.

This role has basic access and is limited to 
batch order delivery management. 

This role is customized for order and client 
management.

This role gives the user access to all clinic 
locations assigned to the client’s profile. 

This role has basic access and is limited to 
inventory record management. 

This role is designed for order review and 
reporting at the user’s assigned clinic location.

This role is designed for order entry and 
prescription managemet. 

This role has basic access and is limited to 
order fulfillment related tasks. 
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